Abstract. Hybrid cloud technology is becoming increasingly popular as it merges private and public clouds to bring the best of two worlds together. However, due to the heterogeneous cloud installation, facilitating a hybrid cloud setup is not simple. Despite the availability of some commercial solutions to build a hybrid cloud, an open source implementation is still unavailable. In this paper, we try to bridge the gap by providing an open source implementation by leveraging the power of Apache Mesos. We build a hybrid cloud on the top of multiple cloud platforms, private and public.
Introduction
The use of cloud computing is becoming more common, bringing along the advantages of flexibility and abundance of available resources, but also a higher degree of complexity along with privacy and security concerns. The concepts of multicloud and hybrid cloud are not new and several companies explore and capitalize these concepts. Most of the available solutions are commercial. Different vendors including Dell, IBM and HP provide hybrids cloud solutions [1, 2] . The MODAClouds project [3] utilizes several tools to provide an environment for utilizing multiple cloud providers. Several large companies are offering hybrid cloud solutions, often in conjunction with their existing product portfolio. VMWare is offering a hybrid cloud solution called vRealize suite which provides one interface to manage the entire hybrid cloud platform [4, 5] . Other companies like Cisco [6] , IBM [7] and RackSpace [8] are also offering hybrid cloud solutions. Another attempt addresses the challenges of managing heterogeneous virtual environments to create a hybrid cloud platform [9] . PaaSage is an interesting initiative for building a hybrid cloud solution using a defined deployment model, Cloud Application Modeling and Execution Language (CAMEL) [10] . However, there has been no practical demonstration of using open-source and freely available clustering technology to attempt to address the multitude of challenges when creating a hybrid cloud platform that is available and supports data segmentation. This paper outlines an attempt to prototype such a solution in addition to facilitate cloud bursting using spot price instances. Borja et al. introduced OpenNebula in [11] , which is one of the most popular open source Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM). OpenNebula permits to abstract resources of an existing local Grid and a cloud infrastructure. At the heart of OpenNebula we find Haizea [12] which is a VM-based Lease Manager that enhances the resource scheduling manager with advanced reservation of resources and queueing of best effort requests. Nevertheless, OpenNebula suffers from the single point failure problem [13] . In this paper, we present a lightweight solution, that is tolerant to different failure scenarios. Similarly, it is also possible to create a Hybrid Cloud With AWS and Eucalyptus. This paper will explore and document the attempts at designing and prototyping a possible opensource solution for constructing a computer cluster built on top of private servers and external cloud providers.
Design and Implementation
An Apache Mesos cluster including both master nodes and slaves nodes were successfully installed and configured in Altocloud, with slave nodes correctly registering themselves to the cluster through the leading master node. However, when attempting to register a slave node running at Amazon Web Services EC2 peculiar activity was observed. The traffic from the slave node located at EC2 managed to successfully send a registration request to the leading master node, passing through multiple layers of network abstraction including two layers of NAT. Although the master node receives the registration requests, no registration acknowledge is ever sent back. Eventually, the cause was discovered to be a combination of the use of NAT and the way Mesos nodes communicates between each other. When a slave node sends a registration request, it includes information about the resources available and an IP-address. The IP-address sent along is the one that is defined on the network interface bound by the Apache Mesos process. Furthermore, in a cloud environment like Altocloud and Amazon Web Services EC2, the public IP-addresses are loosely coupled with the virtual machine and functions similarly as NAT does. Consequently, the Mesos master attempts to send the acknowledgement and other internal traffic meant for that slave node to the non-routable private IP-address. The communication flow is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
By using VPN tunneling, the need for allocating public IP-addresses for each node disappears for the purpose of maintaining the cluster, as the private IPaddresses becomes routable within the hybrid cloud platform. With the exception of the extra infrastructure to maintain a VPN, the prototype is identical to the proposed proposed design. Figure 2 illustrates the final implementation of the prototype, showing how the Mesos master nodes are distributed between the different availability regions. 
Test Scenarios
A Mesos Slave Process Becomes Unavailable. In the event of a Mesos slave node becoming unavailable for some reason, the Mesos master node allows a default timeout period of 75 s to pass before procedures for deactivating the slave node is begun. Should the slave node start responding within this timeout period, nothing will happen and both the Mesos master node and the slave node simply ignores the temporary unavailability.
However, if the timeout period is exceeded and the slave nodes is still unavailable, the Mesos master node will attempt to deactivate the Mesos slave process on the slave node before it from the list of available slave nodes. Tasks that were lost will be rescheduled to other slave nodes with available capacity.
Should a slave node simply be temporarily disconnected from the master node, but exceed the timeout period, the Mesos master will forcibly shut the Mesos slave node down. To account for such scenarios, the official Apache Mesos documentation recommends monitoring the Mesos slave process and restart if it should be terminated for any reason. In this case, this is achieved with a simple check using Monit. In Listing 1.1 log events of such a case is listed.
The Working Mesos Master Instance Cease to Function.
ZooKeeper maintains an active connection to the participants of the quorum and will after a very short timeout lasting a few seconds, will initiate a new leader electing for choosing a new leading Mesos master node. As long as the number of functional Mesos master nodes is equal or higher than the quorum size, a new leader will be elected and will replace the unresponsive Mesos master node. This scenario was tested with a simple reboot of the instance where the leading Mesos master was running. The backup Mesos masters quickly discovers the loss of connection to the leading Mesos master and promptly, with the use of ZooKeeper elects a new leading Mesos master node. The rebooted Mesos master node later joins the cluster as a backup node after coming back online.
The setup proposed in this prototype has three Mesos master nodes, with the quorum size set to two. This means that among the Mesos master nodes, one can fail without crippling the cluster, as the quorum size dictates the number of election participants that has to be able to communicate to be able to elect a new leader.
An Entire Region within the Hybrid Cloud Becomes Unavailable.
If an entire region becomes unavailable, the Mesos nodes located within those regions will by extension also become unavailable. In this particular case, the loss of one single site equals the loss of one Mesos master node and four slave nodes. Each node, depending on the type, is handled as specified in the test scenarios mentioned above.
This was tested by taking down the VPN tunnels at the VPN gateway of the concerned region. This cuts all communication between the affected region and the other ones. As expected the Mesos master nodes continued without any issues, as the current leader was not the affected one. As for the affected Mesos slave nodes, after the timeout of 75 s, the leading Mesos master node determined that the slave nodes were unresponsive deactivated them.
The Hybrid Cloud Splits and Semi-isolates Part of the Platform. In the event of split in the hybrid cloud, resulting in a partly isolated availability region, the quorum mechanics will prevent inconsistencies of the cluster and avoid issues like the split-brain problem.
To test this scenario, two simple iptables DROP rules was added on the Mesos master node located in Frankfurt with the IP address 192.168.0.5. The leading Mesos master node at the current time was 10.0.19.5, with nothing occurring immediately as a result of the iptables DROP rules. The leading master continued with no issues and other two standby Mesos masters correctly redirected to the leading master node. However, after rebooting the ZooKeeper process and Mesos master process on the master nodes, the cluster is unable to elect a new leader. Immediately after the iptables DROP rules were removed, a new leading Mesos master was elected and operations continued as normal.
Conclusion
This paper presents a prototype of a hybrid cloud platform using Apache Mesos to weave together heterogeneous clouds and geographical locations into a unified platform. The prototype proposed focuses on a specific perspective, namely, maximizing availability.
